Key Holding and Alarm Response
Response is the key to damage limitation. The sooner we arrive the less chance of unnecessary extra
loss or disruption. Through our award winning use of innovation, we believe that we deliver the
fastest response times in the industry. One of the largest dedicated response fleet in Ireland
combined with our unique use of the TRACvault system ensures rapid response. The TRACvault
device is used to house the keys to your premises.

The TRACvault can only be accessed by an authorised TRACkey. This intelligent page sized electronic
key enables Securitas to provide a full auditable service. As the keys are located on your premises
and as all our officers have a TRACkey we are able to send the closest patrol vehicle immediately to
site, dramatically cutting down response times

Mobile Patrols
Working with you we can define your levels of risk. We can devise internal and external patrol routes
to act as a most effective deterrent. As well as deterring criminal activity mobile patrols alert our
licensed Officers to the threat of fire, flood or other damaging incidents. Barcodes are placed at

agreed inspection points and read by our Officers using a Securitas PDA. Then a full report of the
Patrol can be available to you immediately by email. In addition all our vehicles are fitted with a
satellite tracking system. Both of these systems allow us to provide complete proof of our world
class service

Locks and Unlocks
As a business, it can be difficult to find a dependable and trustworthy key holder to do daily locks
and unlocks on your premises. Having one of our licensed Officers to do this can cut the cost of key
replacements and reduce time lost through waiting for the correct person to open up the premises.
It also means that the premises can be opened for lone workers or deliveries at short notice. This
service is especially appropriate on days when the premises are not usually open such as weekends
or Bank Holidays when sending a member of staff would be both expensive and unsociable. Our
licensed officers are responsible for locking up at night after workers have gone home, and returning
in the morning to do the unlocking and check the safety and security of the building. Furthermore, a
24 hour call out service means that even at very short notice an officer can be at the premises ready
to carry out the necessary checks.

Escort Service
Our escort service provides a licensed Officer to accompany a member of your staff when locking
up/leaving the premises late at night. We can also arrange for a licensed Officer to act as a proxy
member of staff, for example when a contractor needs to access your premises out of hours. We will
collect your keys, or meet a member of your staff at the premises, accompany the contractor whilst
they are in your building and then ensure your premises are locked and secured.
We also offer a transport escort service which involves one of our marked vehicles accompanying
any valuable goods vehicles from location A to B, whether it be a short or long distance. The
vigilance and awareness of our licensed officers ensures that there is constant assessing of the area
for any outside threat to the safe transportation of goods.

